Abstract. A collocation-Galerkin scheme is proposed for an initial-boundary value problem for a first order hyperbolic equation in one space dimension. The Galerkin equations satisfied by the approximating solution are obtained from a weak-weak formulation of the initial-boundary value problem. The collocation points are taken to be affine images of the roots of the Jacobian polynomials of degree r -\ on [0, 1] with respect to the weight function x(l -x). Optimal ¿""(¿^norm estimates of the error are derived.
1. Introduction. In this paper we propose a collocation-Galerkin scheme for an initial-boundary value problem for a first order hyperbolic equation in one space dimension with a time-and space-dependent coefficient.
Collocation-Galerkin methods were originally introduced by Diaz [3] , [4] for the two-point boundary value problem. These methods were introduced in order to define collocation-like schemes for problems in which the local behavior of the solutions was best represented by spaces of lower continuity than required by the collocation scheme. The continuity constraints removed were replaced by conditions on the nodal jumps. It was shown in [3] , [4] that certain Galerkin equations impose conditions on certain jumps of the approximating function across the nodes. For a second order problem, the L2-Galerkin formulation imposes jump conditions on the first derivative, while the H ~ '-Galerkin formulation imposes conditions on the jumps of both the function and its derivative. For elliptic partial differential equations, Wheeler in [7] has described and analyzed a procedure that uses an interior penalty L2-Galerkin formulation to control the jumps across the elements.
In this paper we extend this class of methods to initial-boundary value problems for a first order hyperbolic partial differential equation. The collocation method for this class of problems was described and analyzed by Archer in [1] using continuous piecewise polynomial spaces. The scheme presented here uses collocation on discontinuous approximating spaces. The continuity conditions of the approximating space at the nodes are replaced by Galerkin equations similar to those described by Baker in [2] using a weak-weak formulation of the initial-boundary value problem. Like Baker's scheme, this scheme is analogous to H ~ '-Galerkin methods, more specifically to the collocation-//' ~ '-Galerkin methods proposed by Diaz [5] and Dunn and Wheeler [6] .
In Section 2, the collocation-Galerkin scheme is defined and some notation is introduced. In Section 3, the convergence analysis is presented. To this end, we introduce a first order projection with respect to the space variable and derive optimal global estimates for this projection. The remainder of the analysis consists of comparing the collocation-Galerkin solution with the first order projection. The use of estimates derived for this projection and the triangle inequality then leads to the desired result. Similar ideas have been used by Diaz [5] to analyze a collocation-//""'-Galerkin method for parabolic problems with time-dependent coefficients.
2. The Hyperbolic Problem and Some Notation. In this section, we describe the first order initial-boundary value problem under consideration, introduce the continuous in time collocation-Galerkin scheme for this type of problem, and define some notation to be used in the analysis of the scheme.
2.1. 77te Initial-Boundary Value Problem. Consider the first order hyperbolic initial-boundary value problem
where / = (0, 1) and J = (0, T). Assume a, ax, axx, a" a,x and a,xx E L°°(/), uniformly in /. Also assume that there exists a positive constant a0 such that a0 < a(x, t), (x, t) G / X J.
Before describing the collocation-Galerkin approximation to (2.1), we introduce some notation. Let 8 = {0 = xQ < xx < ■ ■ ■ < xN = 1} be a partition of / with /, = (*,_,, x,), h, = x, -x,_" for / = 1, . . . , N and h = max,<(<Ar h¡. We assume that the class of partitions 8 is quasiuniform; that is, there is a constant a, independent of h, such that oh < mmx<i<N h¡. For a positive integer r, denote by Pr(D) the class of polynomials of degree not greater than r restricted to the set D, and let 9111, = 9r_,(5) = {v: v\Jt G Pr(I,), \ <i <N), and for an integer k satisfying 0 < k < r, define <D1?4 = 9lt;( §) = Hk+X(i) n git'., n {v. v(\) = 0}.
Let Jr_, be the Jacobi polynomial of degree r -1 on / with respect to the weight function x(l -x). The collocation points are defined to be the affine images in each subinterval of the roots pj of Jr-X. The N(r -1) collocation points are then given by
Xp =■ x,_, + h,Pj, 1 < j < r -1, 1 < /' < N.
The collocation-Galerkin method determines a differentiable map U: [0, T] -» 'DltCr,1 which satisfies (2.1) at the N(r -1) collocation points and a weak-weak License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use form of (2.1) with respect to 91t¿. Thus, for t G (0, T\, we require 
Notice that because the solution u to the initial-boundary value problem (2.1) also satisfies Eqs. (2.6), we have
Before proceeding with the analysis, we introduce some additional notation. Let E denote a fixed interval. For integer s, HS(E) denotes the closure of C °°(E) in the norm \h-*e) = ( ¿o II/°IIW)) - 
respectively, where \\f\\2L2(E) = JEf\0 d^. Also, let T E (0, oo) be fixed, then define for^ = 2,oo For simplicity we shall suppress the dependence of E whenever E = /.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use An estimate for the H '-norm of elements of 9111,', which we use in our analysis, is given in the following lemma. The proof is presented in the appendix. Lemma 2.1. If F E 91L1-,', then there is a constant C, independent ofh, such that
We now state some well-known inequalities that we shall use later. Let p. be the length of the interval E. There exist constants C, and C2, independent of ju, such that for <p G H X(E) (2.9) \\<t>\\L-iE) < C,{ ixx/2\\<p'\\Li(E) + ß-x/2\\<j>\\LHE)), and for <f> G PS(E), s > 0, (2.10) ll<#>'ll^(£) < C2it-'||<i>||L2(£) (inverse property).
3. Error Analysis. Let u denote the solution to (2.1), and let the map U:
[0, T] -> 9111, denote the solution to (2.3).
The central result of this paper is given by the following theorem. In order to prove the theorem, we introduce the first order projection. In the following two sections, we compare this projection to both u and U, obtaining the estimates that we use in the proof of this theorem.
3.1. First Order Projection. In this section we introduce a map W: [0, 7"] -» "SlU,1 via a first order projection of u with respect to the space variable and derive error estimates for this projection. Since the coefficient a is time-dependent, in this section we also obtain estimates for time derivatives of u -W.
The map W: [0, T] -+ 9111",' is defined, for / G /, by (3.1i) j^(aW)(Xij, t) = -^{au)(x0, t), 1< j < r -1,1< i < N, and (3.1Ü) (W, aVx) = (u, aVx), V E 9R¿.
The estimates of u -W are contained in the following theorem which summarizes the results of this section. Furthermore, there exists a constant C such that
We divide the proof of Theorem 3.2 into several lemmas. In Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 we consider the case k = 0. The case k > 1 is a consequence of Lemma 3.4. In Lemma 3.1 we derive a duality result that is used in the analysis of the first order projection. Also let x e <3íTc¿ satisfy x(x,) = £(x,), 1 < i < N. Then for h sufficiently small there exists a constant C, independent ofh, such that Proof. We first demonstrate the existence and uniqueness of R. From (3.4i), by interpolation we conclude the existence and uniqueness of Rx. To show that R is unique, we assume that both /?, and R satisfy (3.4) . Then E = Rx -R is a constant on each subinterval I¡ that we call /?,-. Now, using the Galerkin equations Proof. Let E = W -R and e = u -R. Then, at the collocation points because of (3.1i) and (3.4i), we havê Using arguments similar to those used to prove Theorem 3.2, we can derive H ~ '-norm estimates of u -W which will be used in obtaining the final estimates. These estimates are contained in the following corollary to Theorem 3.2. 3.2. Estimation of U -W. In this section we compare the maps U and W. To do this, we derive some quadrature estimates due to the semidiscrete innerproduct and use them to obtain estimates for E = U -W. There are two basic estimates that we derive. First we estimate H^H^-i. Then ||£||¿2 is estimated. The estimates for E are contained in the following theorem. In order to prove Theorem 3.3, we first derive some basic results. Let e = u -W. From (2.8) and (3.1) we obtain (3.9) (-Í(t/ -W), v} + %(U -W, V) = (e" V), K6%
For <p E L2 and defined on each /, and V G <3R£, let ?,(</>, V) = <<p, V\ -O, V), and q(4>, V) -2 ft(*. V). /=i Also, for R E <D1fr,' and V E 9RJ, let Q(a, R,V) = -(/?, a|£) + SC(Ä, K).
Hence, we can rewrite (3.9) as (3.10) (E" V) -(e, a|£) = (e" V) + q(u" V) + Q(a, E, V), V E 9IÇ.
In order to derive the error estimates, we must estimate the quadrature errors q and Q. These estimates are a consequence of the following two lemmas. In the foregoing we have used inequalities (2.9) and (2.10). The second term is estimated using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (*'alK),. <qi«lk-<«ll*lkvJHk'(« (3.14) <CA2||a"|k«(,)||/?|kv,)P'lk2(/.-)-Estimates (3.13) and (3.14) and Eq. (3.12) complete the proof of the lemma. (^^)<qi^ikHmk<cA_,ii£iMmki and (e"V) <C\\e,\\L>\\V\\Li.
In order to estimate the quadrature terms, we make use of Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 as follows; by Lemma 3. With this choice of V in (3.10), the terms on the left-hand side of (3.10) can be estimated as follows:
and -(E,afx) = (E,aE,)=\(ft(E2),a)^2jt(E2,a)^2(E2,a,) (3.19 ) '
> ?4l^a~E\W-C\\EfL, < Hence, on using (3.18) and (3.19) on (3.10), we obtain for this choice of V that (3.20) j K2(0, f) + I ^|| V~aE\\0 < C\\E\\l> + (e" xp,) + q(u" xp,) + Q(a, E, xp,).
The last term of (3.20) is estimated using Lemma 3.6, (2.10), Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and then estimates (3.17) and (3.16) to obtain \Q(a, E, xp,)\ < Ch\\E\\L2\\xp,\\L2 < Ch\\E\\L*\\Et\\H-, ca||£|| Ja-'||/s||l: + ( 2 AflKll^o)' +\{£r 0| + IWk>j-Using the inequality ab < \(a2 + b2), we get Q(a,E,xp,) < C\ \\E\fa + h2\\E,\\2L> + A2( 2 ^Nl*-«)) )
Thus, on using (3.21) on (3.20), choosing tj appropriately, and using the fact that V2(0, t) > 0, we obtain -f llV^lk < c{||£||i2 + A2||e(||2LJ + A2( 2 */>,«*•</,)) j + (e" $,) + q{u" *P,), and, on integrating over t from 0 to r, we get \\Va E\\l,(t) < c{ HLfzXO) +||/?||i>(0,T,^) + ^INI2,^,^) + *2( 2 ^>^;*V,)>)} +2 ffo, *,)<* +2 f^M,, *,)<*.
Using integration by parts in t on the last two terms, we obtain f (e" xp,) dt = (e,(-, t), xp(-, t)) -(e,(-, 0), xp(-, t)) -f (e," xp) dt + A2| 2 ^IKIIä'^t; «*(/))))* Therefore, from (2.2ii), (3.1), and Gronwall's lemma, we conclude the proof of Theorem 3.3. In order to obtain estimates for this projection, we define a local projection which is defined and analyzed in the following lemma. In the following lemma we state and prove the approximation results for (4.1).
Lemma 4.2. Let v E HS(I), v(\) = 0, and let V E <Dlt£ satisfying (4.1). TTien, there exists a constant C, independent of h, such that \\v -V\\Li + A||(c -V)X\L* < Ch'-X\\v\\"., 1 < 5 < r + 1.
Proof. The proof demonstrates that the following estimates hold for each subinterval /,.
Ik -nk2</,) + A/IK» -v)*V\q The lemma follows readily from (4.7) and (4.8). Notice that these estimates clearly demonstrate that the "pollution" effect as one proceeds from the right to the left of the interval remains bounded at the level of the discretization error; therefore, the loss of a power in the estimate.
Take Q G Pr_x(IN) in (4.1), then by Lemma 4.1 these estimates hold. We now assume that (4.7) and (4.8) hold for Ik+X, . . . , IN, and we show that they hold for Hence, by the triangle inequality, (4.7) and (4.8) follow. This completes the proof of the lemma. which proves the lemma.
